Viewing rapidly alternating aligned computer images permits easy identification of changes between two print states. Three Rembrandt print examples are presented; a general characteristic (increasing darkness) is noted; and a potential application for this new method (classification in an Internet-based worldwide print database) is discussed.
Introduction
A fascinating characteristic of the print medium is that, in looking from one print state to the next, one sees a developing art object (unlike other media, like paintings or drawings that yield only a single, final, object). But to see the development one must accurately note every change between the two states, a task that, for a large complicated print, can be challenging, or at least time-consuming.
The present study describes a simple new method, using computer assistance, that makes the analysis almost effortless: One sends the aligned scanned images to a display screen alternating in rapid succession several times per second. Portions unchanged between the two states blend into one steady image; but changed areas flicker, and draw instant attention. 
Method
Jared Bendis (Creative New Media Officer for Digital Learning and Scholarship at Case Western Reserve University) scanned Rembrandt print images (White, 1969) into .pdf computer files using an Epson Expression 10000 XL scanner, then superimposed pairs from different states as layers in the program Photoshop.
The two images in each pair were aligned, setting the opacity of the top layer to 50% and (for portraits) aiming to superimpose the eyes, then animated to alternate several times per second. He then put the flickering pairs corresponding to Figures 1-3 below into a website at https://rhaas3141.wordpress.com. In the self-portrait, Figure 2 , flicker analysis helps identify the numerous changes Rembrandt has made in going to the second state that he considered finished enough to add his signature at the top left: Brightening the window, while darkening the background and the tablecloth and suppressing its pattern; diminishing the white shirt collar and darkening the left hand; darkening the coat, thus toning down or suppressing its dark creases and the rent in the left sleeve, while making the whole body come forward a bit; darkening the hat and widening its brim; deepening the shadow on the right side of the face, and moving the crease between the eyes more toward the center; while leaving the eyes, all-penetrating from the start, unchanged. Some similar changes occur in Rembrandt's print portrait of his friend or admirer, the printseller Clement de Jonghe; Figure 3 examines what changes have accumulated through all five states by a flicker analysis comparison of states I and V. Here for framing purposes Rembrandt added a faint upper background arch, and also narrowed the upper chair rung behind the sitter's head. He sharpened the outline of the entire figure by deepening the shadow at the left, and also sharpening and darkening the lower right edge and folds of the cloak. For similar reasons he also darkened the doublet, the fingers of the right hand, and the shadows on the right cheek and the left mass of hair. Perhaps most dramatic is the broad-brimmed Dutch hat. The flicker analysis clearly shows how strong an effect Rembrandt's minute adjustments-darkening the crown, and giving 
Results

Discussion
This article has introduced a new method, computer-assisted flicker analysis, for making the changes between two print states readily visible, and has demonstrated it on Rembrandt prints of a shell, a self-portrait, and a portrait (Figures 1-3 ).
These show with what artistry Rembrandt used quite small changes-omitting a few polygons in the shell pattern, moving the forehead crease between the eyes in the self-portrait, and adjusting the sweep of the hat in the portrait-to achieve his desired effects. Flicker analysis notably marries strengths of the machine and the human user. People do not minutely compare separate pictures well, a task seldom needed in the real world, and wearisome and error-prone to do. But sending alternating images to the screen is trivial for a computer, and the resulting flicker display converts any differences into motion, which the human visual system is optimized to detect: A person exists today because all his human and pre-human ancestors noticed all approaching predators soon enough to escape being eaten, as well as enough prey to avoid starvation themselves. So human vision is "hard-wired" to detect motion like that of the flicker display instantly and effortlessly.
Human vision is also robust: evolved in a world filled with shifting shadows and quivering leaves, it has no difficulty from minor misalignments of the flicker images. In contrast the computer, if it made a mechanical pixel-by-pixel comparison, would be hopelessly misled by the slightest misalignment. This action is entirely consistent with Rembrandt's artistic personality, which strove unceasingly for meaning and depth. For, scientifically speaking, until fully half the pixels in an image are black, adding more black ones increases its information content. 3 In an image filled with dark shadows one can (and Rembrandt 2 In the self-portrait, Figure 2 , Rembrandt made the darks darker and the light window lighter, so increasing the total dynamic range (see discussion below). Rembrandt's time and location may also be factors. The Netherlands are a dark northern country with 200 days of rain or fog per year (Netherlands, 1953) .
People can function perfectly well in subdued light, because the eye has immense powers of accommodation, becoming-e.g. after one has sat in a darkened movie theater for half an hour-thousands of times more sensitive (Buser & Imbert, 1992; Davson, 1990) . In Rembrandt's time anyone needing more light simply sat by a window (as in Figure 2 ) or in a doorway (suggested by the arch in Figure   3 ). It probably also helped to shield one's sensitive dark-adapted eyes from overhead sky glare with a wide-brimmed black hat worn even indoors, as in both Figure 2 and Figure 3 . People seem to have been accustomed to a far greater "dynamic range" of illumination than today, in particular, to far deeper darks. This is shown by a then popular genre of painting, the Caravaggiesque scene dramatically lit by a single candle. 4 Its illumination spans the full range, from impenetrable black at the periphery to dazzling pure white at the light source.
But we today have never regarded the world for long with dark-adapted eyes, or experienced a scene lit by a single candle, because electric lighting bleaches our world to the bright edge of the range: a single 100-watt bulb puts out 1690 lumens, over 130 candles of illumination. So the times have, to a degree, moved
Rembrandt's prints, and his artistic choices in making them, beyond our experience or possibility of full appreciation.
Rembrandt prints are precious and fragile, and there has been a natural tendency for museums and other owners to hide them away for safekeeping. The
Internet, though, has today created new ways, and hence new moral imperatives, to share more widely scans and photographs of such art objects. It would be good if the owner posting one would also use flicker analysis to identify whether it is a similar or variant form to any other, or rather a new state in a known series.
